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Uncle's Bakery not only introduces vocabulary and concepts, it is a perfect way for parents or caretakers to interact with
a child (actually making the recipe in this book) while teaching not only academic ideas, but listening skills, following
directions, cooperation, patience, and the idea of delayed gratification.

Battle of Bataan When General MacArthur returned to active duty, the latest revision of plans for the defense
of the Philippine Islandsâ€”called WPO-3â€”was politically unrealistic, assuming a conflict only involving the
United States and Japan, not the combined Axis powers. However, the plan was tactically sound, and its
provisions for defense were applicable under any local situation. If the enemy prevailed, the Americans were
to make every attempt to hold back the Japanese advance while withdrawing to the Bataan Peninsula, which
was recognized as the key to the control of Manila Bay. It was to be defended to the "last extremity. His
recommendations were followed in the plan that was eventually approved. The defenders failed to hold the
beaches. By the end of the day, the Japanese had secured most of their objectives and were in position to
emerge onto the central plain. Quezon, High Commissioner Francis B. Sayre, their families, and his own
headquarters to Corregidor on the 24th. A rear echelon, headed by the deputy chief of staff, Brig. Marshall ,
remained behind in Manila to close out the headquarters and to supervise the shipment of supplies and the
evacuation of the remaining troops. Mootoo Nakayama of the 14th Japanese Army. American Lieutenant
Kermit Lay recounted how this was done: They pulled us off into a rice paddy and began shaking us down.
There [were] about a hundred of us so it took time to get to all of us. Everyone had pulled their pockets wrong
side out and laid all their things out in front. They were taking jewelry and doing a lot of slapping. I laid out
my New Testament. After the shakedown, the Japs took an officer and two enlisted men behind a rice shack
and shot them. The men who had been next to them said they had Japanese souvenirs and money. Prisoners
were forced to sit in sweltering direct sunlight, without helmets or other head covering. Anyone who asked for
water was shot dead. Some men were told to strip naked or sit within sight of fresh, cool water. Some
marchers were randomly stabbed by bayonets or beaten. The Japanese did not provide the prisoners with
medical care, so U. The trains had no sanitation facilities, and disease continued to take a heavy toll on the
prisoners. According to Staff Sergeant Alf Larson: The train consisted of six or seven World War I-era
boxcars. Then they shut the door. If someone had to go to the toilet, you went right there where you were. It
was close to summer and the weather was hot and humid, hotter than Billy Blazes! We were on the train from
early morning to late afternoon without getting out. People died in the railroad cars. Naval Radio Transmitter
Facility in Capas, Tarlac; [23] is variously reported by differing sources as between These brutal reprisals
upon helpless victims evidence the shallow advance from savagery which the Japanese people have made. We
serve notice upon the Japanese military and political leaders as well as the Japanese people that the future of
the Japanese race itself, depends entirely and irrevocably upon their capacity to progress beyond their
aboriginal barbaric instincts. They were executed by hanging at Sugamo Prison in Ikebukuro on December 23,
Several others were sentenced to imprisonment between 7 and 22 years. Army personnel toiled to identify the
charred remains of Americans captured at Bataan and Corregidor and burned alive on Palawan. Picture shows
charred remains being interred in grave. The film reproduced scenes of the camps and ships showed drawings
and writings of the prisoners, and featured Loretta Swit as the narrator. The six, their families, and the families
of two deceased soldiers were invited to visit Japan at the expense of the Japanese government. A wide variety
of commemorative events are held to honor the victims, including holidays, athletic events such as
ultramarathons , and memorial ceremonies held at military cemeteries. It depicts three soldiers assisting each
other during the Bataan Death March. Two of the soldiers are modeled after the uncles of Las Cruces resident
J. Leading up to the statue is an area where footprints of survivors were cast in concrete. Out of all the
veterans from New Mexico that survived the Bataan Death March, only four are still alive today.
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Uncle's Bakery (Compass Point Early Readers series) > Top Shelves Top shelves for Uncle's Bakery (Compass Point
Early Readers series) (showing of 15) to-read.

Charlie is a thirty-two-year-old mentally retarded man who lives in New York City. When Charlie undergoes
an experimental surgery to increase his intelligence, his IQ skyrockets to the level of a genius. Read an
in-depth analysis of Charlie Gordon. Alice originally recommends Charlie for the experimental operation
because she is impressed by his motivation. Although she is not one of the scientists who perform the
experiment on Charlie, she acts as an unofficial member of the team because of her concern for him. She is
interested in intellectual pursuits but is ultimately more motivated by emotion. Alice is the one woman with
whom Charlie briefly finds loving fulfillment. Read an in-depth analysis of Alice Kinnian. An arrogant and
career-obsessed man, Nemur treats Charlie as a laboratory animal rather than a human being. Nemur has a
tendency to imply that he created Charlie, as if his mentally challenged patient is not a human. Nemur is
tormented somewhat by his wife, who seems even more fixated on his career than he is. Strauss conducts
therapy sessions with Charlie after the operation. Burt oversees the testing of both Charlie and Algernon. He
introduces Charlie to some of the students and faculty at Beekman College. The operation makes Algernon
three times as intelligent as a normal mouse and enables him to solve complex puzzles. Fay is an attractive,
free-spirited, and sexually liberal artist whose favorite pastimes are drinking and dancing. She embarks on a
brief affair with Charlie, knowing nothing about his background. Rose finally had another child, Norma, on
whom she focused all of her energy. Rose routinely punished Charlie for any sign of sexual interest, as she
could not accept the notion of her retarded son having any form of sexuality. Read an in-depth analysis of
Rose Gordon. During their childhood, Norma resented Charlie for getting what she perceived as special
treatment and was cruel to him. When she reencounters Charlie as an adult, however, she is glad to see him
and regrets her youthful spite. At the beginning of the novel, Herman has been dead for years. A friend of
Uncle Herman, Mr. Donner stands by his pledge faithfully and treats Charlie like family. Frank and Joe play
tricks on Charlie and make him the butt of jokes that he does not understand. Gimpy got his nickname because
of his limp. Fanny does not like to see the others pick on Charlie because of his disability. When Charlie
becomes a genius, Fanny is glad for him but is highly suspicious and wonders if he has made a deal with the
devil. Guarino, however, was kind to Charlie.
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Dana Meachen Rau is an author, editor, and illustrator of children's books. She has written more than books for children,
many of them nonfiction in subjects including astronomy, history, and geography, as well as numerous biographies.

For best results use only: Title, Author, Date Range, and Keywords. You will be able to limit your search
further once you reach the results page. This is the best book search engine on the net, from a huge Canadian
company originally started by booksellers. Millions of books of all kinds from dealers all over the world, some
not found in libraries. Most of the English language books ever published: You should limit your search at
least to Format: You can do this on the advanced search page or once you arrive at the results, using the left
hand column, as with abe. Often you can find more about the content of a title by going to an individual
library holding. Once you have narrowed down a possible title, try Amazon. The colour option on Google is
working better and better. I have started using Images on bing. Look in the left hand column to limit your
search to these. A few words can help: If all you can remember is a few words, try Google. Put the words in
quotes. Use only one or two, essential, easily-spelled, keywords. Try this sample Google search: Selling One
or Two Books. Probably the easiest place for an individual to sell books like those above is on Amazon. Look
up your book, click on the picture, then look in the blue box for "Have one to sell? If, and only if, Amazon has
listed the book in the past, will you be able to list also. Ebay is also very easy and inexpensive to use for a few
books and it allows you more room to describe the books. For pricing your book, it is easier and more accurate
to use the Abebooks. Then double check on Amazon because prices there are sometimes higher. The more
care you put into describing your books, the more likely you are to sell them. We do not purchase books
online, sight unseen. Please do not offer them to us. If you have a collection or several rare books you are
interested in selling to us, especially if you live in the Northwest, please look on http: Our email address is on
the Contact Us page. We never value a book over the net, nor do other reputable booksellers. Look through the
suggestions below.
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Page. Find all the books, read about the author, and.

On the Web, there are now numerous ways to expand your hunt beyond Amazon. Abebooks is a consortium
that connects you to thousands of used-book stores around the world. Another search site is the
Berkeley-based Bookfinder. You can also search a growing number of individual stores online, including the
Portland-based Powells and Bolerium Books in San Francisco, which specializes in rare books on labor issues
and radical history. Utne Reader Bookshelf Meanwhile, your local library can be a great help, too, thanks to a
practice called interlibrary loan. Tell the pros as much about the book as you can. Title and author are most
important, but publisher and publication date or even a good guess at it can be helpful too. It might have been
a Scholastic book. It was about a young Native American girl and her life with her tribe. What I remember
best is that she had a pet rabbit that she loved and which she eventually had to sacrifice to save the life of her
sibling. The sole survivor is the baby, who is rescued and taken to Ireland. Plane crashes en route to Ireland,
only the baby survives. American brother meets her years later and falls in love. The two fall in love and she
becomes pregnant but she has a vision of what the end will be. The bad woman who is working with another,
end up dying and only one of the two sisters can survive, as there is only one soul. Also, the coven is
murdered, her sister is taken to hell, where she is impregnated by the devil or another demon, who is the one
working with the bad woman. The 2nd sister is glamored into not remembering she had a twin during that
time. It ends with the 2nd sister and her baby dying as she gives the remaining soul to her sister. Some details
may be a little mixed up. They take an interest in her and she ends up falling in love with the main male
character, who I believe is part demon or something. There is a prophecy that this demon tries to prevent,
which is by killing each woman reborn, of the love of his life who betrayed him and he inturn killed her, after
she cursed him. Lucifer or another demon, r working with this woman, and they entwines and split a soul
between two sisters to hide the evidence of her rebirth, kill a lot of the coven and then steal and impregnate the
other sister. She becomes preganant and the bad lady tries to kill her and the only way to save herself and her
sister, is to sacrifice her life and that of her child, so her sister gets the good soul. I think it somehow was
entwined with the baby but some areas are vague. I know she had a friend that clung to her hair and her
shoulders a lot. Please help with the name of the book? I cant remember the title if someone could please help
i would appreciate it!! The "bad" twin does bad stuff and the "good" twin tries to cover it up or be helpful The
war had Japanese or Vietnamese soldiers I forget which. I believe the story begins with him in the attic or
basement of his house and looking through old war items his father had because he was a veteran. He is struck
by lightening when he is riding his bike. I am not sure of anything else but I remember this book being short. I
remember that it had like a pink and green cover, it was a young adult novel. The summary of it is that there
were 2 girls who were best friends but the best friend of the main character was getting "too popular" for the
main character and they split ways because of that. She became a bully towards her. Then our main character
went to visit her dad at work and met his new assistant and they clicked. He brought her to parties and such
without the dad knowing. They had a secret relationship. But then at the end, when it was her school dance,
her former best friend was trying to take away her man because she didnt deserve someone so hot. But main
character just laughed and her bf asked the former best friend to dance, knowing that former best friend was
way to insecure and main character knew that he loved her for her and not because shes hot or unpopular.
There was a story about a couple who moved into a cottage in a small town -- the husband is warned about the
stone knights in the church coming to life on a certain night and he goes to see if all is well, but only notices
two fingers broken off one statue. And one about a homeless? They move into a castle her aunt and some
cousins are in but is maybe really supposed to belong to her and her sister now I think. She meets a handsome
land owner, Adrian who has a black stallion. And then in the end they find out it was the crazy aunt the whole
time trying to make her think the place was haunted and to drive her away. She teaches pole dancing classes to
elderly women to. He is the leader of a rock band and is known as the dark prince. He chooses her as his mate
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when he is a child and now other races are hunting her to get to him. Because if they kill her they can weaken
him. Can someone please help me? She works at a marketing firm and rarely goes home to visit her father and
step mom on the farm. She gets laid off and goes home to the farm to regroup. She ends up using her skills to
help her parents create a vacation spot out of the farm. Her brochure gets the attention of the high powered
executive she had worked for and eventually gets her an even better position at the marketing firm. I
remember a phrase on the front cover but not the title itself or the author. The phrase is something along the
lines of "would you rather have the perfect life or the perfect love. In both lives, she looks exactly the same
but her lives are very different. Whenever she turns 18, her parents throw her a huge birthday party at her
house. She starts contemplating what life she wants to stay in and plans to kill one of her selves just to stop the
cycle. The phrase says something along the lines of "would you rather have the perfect life or the perfect love.
Her 2 bodies are exactly the same, but her lives in each are very different. In the second, she is poor and only
lives with her mom. One day, in her second life, she injures her ankle. She starts to contemplate what life she
wants to live in and starts experimenting on her body. She starts off by cutting herself to see if the injury
transfers over. She dyes her hair to see if it also changes when she switches back and forth. The man that she
likes works there and she tells him about her switching. Gets in trouble with drugs. Judge sentences her to
Africa to help at an orphanage. The kids get kidnapped sometimes to either be used for soldiers or sold. One
wants the best of everything even though it is beyond her means and she loses it all. The poorer sister is the
happier of the two. The book alternates between her perspective and the perspective of an alien living on the
same planet. The alien finds her hiding in a cave, approaches her, and they tentatively eventually become
mutuals. An example of one of the short stories was about this kid who wore shoes for a few months straight
without taking them off to fend off bullies from killing a turtle. Another one of the short stories was about a
boy who wanted to whiten his teath with whitneres, but in the end, his teath had liquified because he kept them
on for too long. Poor family, dad not one to show affection. Boy was all excited to wear it to school, Dad was
quietly proud. Kids made fun of boy because jacket was a knockoff and he got in a fight over it, I think the
coat was torn, he never wore it again, and dad never mentioned it. Grouchy retired sea captain, irritated by a
rainbow, captures it, rolls it up and stows it in a hatch in his little home. Neighborhood boy frees the rainbow
which unfurls into the sky. Beautiful and fun water color illustrations. Sea captain sees the error of his ways!
He wrote about his life in Africa including some funny experiences. I think he worked for The York Times.
Some American paper for sure. Thanks I have been trying to find it, but difficult without title or author!
Cannot remember title or author. Some funny experiences he had in Africa. I think he worked for the New
York Times? But was based in Africa. Thank you for helping me! The woman is also battling for custody of
her daughters with her cheating ex husband. Things escalate with her and the man eventually. R rated book, I
am an adult. He has a pocket sized computer that he runs programs on written in BASIC, I believe and each
book had programs you could run on your computer after typing them in. I remember in one book, The
protagonist meets the president, who calls him a "Class Act", and our hero wonders if the President knows
what he does on the side. Another adventure has our hero paired up with a dog in a secret base in i believe the
Alaskan wilderness. Protagonist goes through a series of emotions like fear, anxiety, etc because an alien ship
has landed.
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Design[ edit ] Production designer Dennis Gassner says of his work on the film: The whole project is about
translationâ€”translation from something you would understand into something that is in a different
vernacular. The magazine concluded that instead of a "likely three hours of running time" that included such
scenes as Mrs. The Story of the Movie novelisation. In July , Weitz told a Comic Con audience that the film
had been "recut by [New Line], and my experience with it ended being quite a terrible one"; [4] he also told
Time. The alethiometer is mentioned multiple times throughout the film as a "golden compass". Billy features
in the first scene of the film, whereas, in the book, he is first seen at Bolvangar, and is saved before ever
having to go through intercision. Tasha Robinson of The A. Club argued that through the use of a spoken
introduction and other exposition-filled dialogue, the film fails by "baldly revealing up front everything that
the novel is trying to get you to wonder about and to explore slowly". Robinson then asks, "Who are most
people going to think of besides the Catholic Church? Although the character of Mrs. You sometimes are
wrong about your characters. She has to be. Instead, the Magisterium represents all dogmatic organisations.
Attempting to reassure fans of the novels, Weitz said that religion would instead appear in euphemistic terms,
yet the decision was criticised by some fans, [33] anti-censorship groups, and the National Secular Society of
which Pullman is an honorary associate , which said "they are taking the heart out of it, losing the point of it,
castrating it Donohue said he would not ordinarily object to the film, but that while the religious elements are
diluted from the source material, the film will encourage children to read the novels, which he says denigrate
Christianity and promote atheism for children. The review suggested that instead of a boycott, it may be
appropriate for Catholic parents to "talk through any thorny philosophical issues" with their children. Oh, it
causes me to shake my head with sorrow that such nitwits could be loose in the world. The critical consensus
reads: As a visual experience, it is superb. As an escapist fantasy, it is challenging I think [it] is a wonderfully
good-looking movie, with exciting passages and a captivating heroine. There are always compromises". He
hoped, however, that the rest of the trilogy would be adapted with the same cast and crew. In Pullman called
the film "over-designed" and criticised the screenplay: They wanted both a cliffhanger and a resolution.
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His brother, Leonard M. Kravitz , followed in his footsteps to the military, becoming a Private First Class.
Lenny Kravitz would be named after this uncle, who was killed in action in the Korean War at the age of 19,
while defending against a Chinese attack and saving most of his platoon; he was posthumously awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross but was denied the Medal of Honor. Kravitz began banging on pots and pans in
the kitchen, playing them as drums at the age of three. At the age of five, he wanted to be a musician. He
began playing the drums and soon added guitar. Kravitz grew up listening to the music his parents listened to:
Ellington even played " Happy Birthday " for him one year when he was about 5. Kravitz often went to see
New York theater, where his mother worked. His mother encouraged his dreams of pursuing music. Kravitz
attended Beverly Hills High School. He taught himself to play piano and bass , and made friends with Zoro
who would later become his long-time collaborator. He also appeared as an actor in television commercials
during this time. Career[ edit ] â€” Virgin Records and career debut[ edit ] With record labels still telling him
his music was not "black enough" or "white enough", Kravitz decided to record an album on his own. Kravitz
would go on to collaborate with Hirsch on most of his albums. Kravitz was so impressed with his playing that
Denson played on much of the album. Denson toured with Kravitz for the next five years. Kravitz urged Smith
to manage his career and assist him in finding a record deal. In less than a month of shopping the recordings,
five labels Warner Bros, Elektra, Geffen, Capitol and Virgin were in a bidding war for Kravitz. The label was
excited about the music he was making, music inspired by his relationship with wife Bonet and their new
daughter, Zoe. About his time as Romeo Blue, Kravitz said, "Ultimately, it got me back to myself. And when I
finally did accept myself for myself, music started flowing out of me. Music critics were mixed: The album
was a moderate success in the United States, but became an instant hit outside of the US, especially in Europe.
Lisa Bonet directed the debut music video for the title track, "Let Love Rule". Having played essentially all of
the instruments on the album, Kravitz had to quickly assemble a touring band to support the Let Love Rule
release. The double disk includes a booklet with rare photos, and 18 additional demos, bonus tracks and live
recordings. And the principal of his career in Brittany , at Rennes [20] [20] [24] [24] [24] [23] â€” The song,
which appeared on her greatest hits album The Immaculate Collection and created controversy because of its
explicit video, went to number 1 for two consecutive weeks. When MTV banned the video, the video was
quickly made available for sale at record stores, and immediately sold over , copies. Kravitz separated from
Lisa Bonet in , [21] amid rumors of an affair between him and Madonna. Kravitz has denied any infidelity. He
played most of the instruments and co-wrote most of the songs on the album. He also released his second
album, Mama Said , which was his first album to reach the Top The songs on the album were about Bonet
and dedicated to her, documenting his depression over their breakup. The single " Always on the Run ", a
tribute to his mother, [17] featured Slash on guitar. This album was the first to feature guitarist Craig Ross ,
who has also played on all his subsequent albums. A feature documentary about his tour entitled Alive from
Planet Earth was directed by Doug Nichol and released. Lenny also made a video to pay tribute to Teena
Marie when she suddenly died on December 26, The track featured Stevie Wonder on harmonica and
background vocals. In , Lenny Kravitz released the album Circus , which went to number 10 on the Billboard
chart on the back of his past achievement. However, the album only had two hit singles: With 5 , Kravitz
embraced digital technology such as Pro Tools and samplers for the first time. For the "I Belong to You" video
Lenny can be seen without his signature dreadlocks. The Spy Who Shagged Me and was added to 5 as a bonus
track in It proved to be his most successful album, reaching 2 on the Billboard and selling nearly 11 million
copies worldwide and ultimately becoming one of the most commercially successful albums of the decade. In ,
Kravitz participated in a benefit auction for the Red Hot Organization , in conjunction with Amazon. The
album was recorded in Miami. Kravitz wrote the song "Bank Robber Man" after the Miami Police Department
detained and cuffed him while walking to the gym with his trainer because police stated that he matched the
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description of a bank robber. Kravitz did not have any identification with him at the time and the police on the
scene did not believe that he was indeed Lenny Kravitz. The bank teller who was robbed was then brought to
the scene and said Kravitz was not the bank robber. The first single from the album, " Dig In ", went to
number 1 in Argentina and the top 10 in Italy and Portugal. The video for "Dig In" was originally supposed to
be shot at the top of the Empire State Building on September 12, but the terrorist attacks on the World Trade
Center on September 11, caused the location to be moved. The video was later shot off the coast Miami. He
won his fourth Grammy in Kravitz was the subject of a photo book by former chief photographer for Rolling
Stone, Mark Seliger. Published in November , Seliger captures Kravitz on tour, with family, with friends and
in posed portraits. Kravitz would also join P. The track reached 1 on the world internet download charts and
MP3. A Tribute to Jimi Hendrix. The single "California" failed to be commercially successful, but "Storm",
featuring Jay-Z , reached the charts. Also in , he appeared on N. Kravitz served as the opening act for
Aerosmith who are long term friends of Kravitz on their fall tour. During that first show, Lenny broke the
news to the stunned crowd and stated it was not a time to be sad, but rather a time to celebrate because he is
now in Heaven. Lenny then dedicated Let Love Rule to his father. That tour was so successful that it was
extended through February 25, and ended in Anaheim , California. This song was re-mixed by ten musical
producers and distributed via the internet. Kravitz Design, focused on interior and furniture design, has
designed residential spaces, as well as a chandelier for the crystal company Swarovski , named "Casino
Royale. Kravitz had already played there on March 21, , drawing , people on a concert of his own. The Live
Earth concert, with eight other acts on the bill, including Pharrell and Macy Gray , took , to the beach. The
tour was done in association with Myspace and called the "Get on the Bus" tour. At each stop on the tour, they
would pick up one contest winner and their guest and they rode on the "Love Revolution" bus until the end of
the tour. Ryan Neuerburg, the San Francisco winner, embarked on almost the entire tour with his father, Tom
Neuerburg. The photo shoot took place at the Electric Factory in Philadelphia on stage. On February 11, ,
Kravitz was admitted to Miami Hospital suffering from severe bronchitis. He had been suffering from a series
of severe respiratory tract infections since mid-January, and the illness developed into bronchitis. On March
19, he canceled the South American part of his tour due to the same illness. The decision affected planned
concerts in Colombia , Mexico, Brazil and Argentina. Kravitz made his feature film acting debut in Precious
[31] which premiered at the Sundance Film Festival in January Under strict orders from his doctor, the singer
was told to rest so that he could make a quick recovery and return to the stage for the rest of his tour. This is
believed to be a project that Kravitz has been working on since On his Twitter page, Kravitz said that the
album title was Negrophilia but then "felt like something else". Eventually, the album was later named Black
and White America. The album was released on August 22, in Europe and August 30, in the U. On June 6, ,
the second single " Stand " was released. It was announced that Kravitz would be supporting U2 on their Tour
on the second North American leg in Kravitz agreed to support them for four shows. Though the shows were
postponed until , Kravitz remained committed for four of the shows. Kravitz stated he was "particularly
touched" to receive the award in France as his success in the country pre-dated his success in the United States
and still enjoys great record sales in the country today. Catching Fire released on November 22, On August 4,
, during a guitar solo at a concert in Stockholm , Kravitz squatted down, causing his leather pants to rip.
Because Kravitz was not wearing underwear, his genitals were briefly exposed to the audience. Designer,
Better Things and Star[ edit ] Kravitz performing at the Democratic National Convention In he became a
furniture designer for the first time ever launching a collection of furniture products marketed under the label
cb2 x kravitz design through retailer CB2. In he earned a spot on the Fox Television series Star playing the
part of Roland Crane in his first recurring television role. Raise Vibration And Possible Soundtrack album[
edit ] Kravitz will commence his Raise Vibration world tour, [43] in , as well as releasing his 11th studio
album, Raise Vibration , on September 7, His relationship with his father became extremely strained. Bonet
worked on The Cosby Show , the number one rated show on television. They were close friends for two years
before falling in love.
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Get this from a library! Uncle's bakery. [Dana Meachen Rau; Janie Baskin] -- A young girl visits her uncle's bakery with
her mother and together they use all their senses to enjoy their visit.
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